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Sunday, June 6, 2021
San Francisco, California, USA
The Olympic Club

Inbee Park
Quick Quotes

Q.  Inbee, round 4 is now in the books.  How did the
conditions out there today compare to the first three
rounds?

INBEE PARK:  I think the hole locations were very tough
today with a lot of breaks around the hole.  We had to
really be careful with the putter.  I think that was really the
difference.  Yeah, the golf course was beautiful and
wonderful.  I really enjoyed the four days, but it was
definitely very tough, monstrous golf course.

But happy with the round.  I probably didn't hit it as good as
I wanted to all this week.  Missed a lot of fairways this
week, which really costed me.  But other than that, I think
I've scrambled pretty good out there.

Q.  Overall takeaways about your game for the rest of
the year coming out of this week?

INBEE PARK:  Yeah, I'm really happy the way I finished
today.  I finished strong.  I started off really bad but finished
well.  I'm happy with that.  I'm just going to work on my
swing a little bit, tweak just little things around -- this golf
course definitely made us hit every shot perfect, so we're
just trying to find that perfect swing the rest of the season
pretty much.

Q.  Lastly, thoughts on Olympic overall as a venue for
a host of a U.S. Women's Open.

INBEE PARK:  Like I said, it was a beautiful venue,
probably the best golf course I've ever played.  I mean, it's
definitely a major tournament golf course.  It's playing
tough, but at the same time it's playing very fair.  It makes
you think a lot, and I really enjoyed every bit of it.
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